
A HISTORY OF MUSIC THERAPY SINCE THE ANCIENT GREECE

Music, in the ancient Greek understanding, has two faces. specific instrument and a particular musical mode are
prescribed as the only ways.

Tarchanoff published his paper in and dedicated it to Borodin. He introduced the formal architecture of opera,
aria and recitative, in his version. The mythical figure of the sorcerer, bard and prophet Orpheus is the
embodiment of the power of music, and specifically of the potency of the epode. Music therapy in action. Ira
Maxmillian Altshuler: Psychiatrist and pioneer music therapist. We admire oratory eloquence because its
rhythm and cadence, along with the words carefully chosen to awaken, inform, or appeal to our inner desires
and thoughts, are harmonic and orderly. I, for one, am grateful for the gift of music. Altshuler I. According to
the Greeks of the fifth century BC, when this doctrine was most widely promulgated, music had the power to
influence the will or character of mankind in several ways. Br J Med Psychol. We have enjoyed opera for
more than years. Linguists sorely puzzled: Prof. Is there a role for music therapy in the care of the severely
mentally ill? Arts in Psychother. We inhale and exhale, our hearts beat in systole contraction and diastole
expansion or relaxation. One might conclude that man is really made of rhythm; so is nature, and so is music.
Mathiesen TJ. Medical History. Dowbiggin I. Taylor DB. The prehistoric baby in the arms of his mother
started to babble in rhythm and tone. For example, St. Universal is a big word and a dangerous word. In:
Horden P, ed. American Music Therapy Association. In fact, the mythical powers and even the magical
properties of music were felt by the Greeks of the Periclean era the Golden Age just as strongly as they were
felt in archaic times. Evidence for "early music therapy" will be discussed in four broad historical-cultural
divisions: preliterate cultures; early civilizations in Mesopotamia, Egypt, Israel; Greek Antiquity; Middle
Ages, Renaissance, and Baroque. Music existed way before there was a Neolithic man to discover, enjoy, and
finally describe it in musical notes and terms. As Greek civilization developed and the character of the country
as a nation of highly organized city-states emerged, the mythological theories of music were replaced with
ones more suited to the needs of the times. Soul music as exemplified in nineteenth-century German
psychiatry. The ancient Greeks realised that musical education enhanced mental ability and produced
better-educated and skilled citizens. Nordic J Music Ther. The first psychiatric wards were founded in Arabic
regions. Why do We Like Music? Shamanism: The neural ecology of consciousness and healing. The Shaman
was believed to have the ability to combine magic and music to heal the injured, cure the sick, and ward off
evil. The idea that certain types of melodies and sounds have a purgative effect on disturbed souls is also
expounded by Plato. Vander Kooij C. There was no recorded music at this time. Davis WB. Orpheus himself
was able to move all types of objects just with epodes, from a lit torch to the ship Argo. Aristotle, in the
Poetics, claimed that the various musical modes or scales, to use the modern correlate produced differing
effects on the listener.


